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Abstract
Background: Evidences from normal subjects suggest that the default-mode network (DMN) has posterior cingulate cortex
(PCC), medial prefrontal cortex (MPFC) and inferior parietal cortex (IPC) as its hubs; meanwhile, these DMN nodes are often
found to be abnormally recruited in Alzheimer’s disease (AD) patients. The issues on how these hubs interact to each other,
with the rest nodes of the DMN and the altered pattern of hubs with respect to AD, are still on going discussion for eventual
final clarification.
Principal Findings: To address these issues, we investigated the causal influences between any pair of nodes within the
DMN using Granger causality analysis and graph-theoretic methods on resting-state fMRI data of 12 young subjects, 16 old
normal controls and 15 AD patients respectively. We found that: (1) PCC/MPFC/IPC, especially the PCC, showed the widest
and distinctive causal effects on the DMN dynamics in young group; (2) the pattern of DMN hubs was abnormal in AD
patients compared to old control: MPFC and IPC had obvious causal interaction disruption with other nodes; the PCC
showed outstanding performance for it was the only region having causal relation with all other nodes significantly; (3) the
altered relation between hubs and other DMN nodes held potential as a noninvasive biomarker of AD.
Conclusions: Our study, to the best of our knowledge, is the first to support the hub configuration of the DMN from the
perspective of causal relationship, and reveal abnormal pattern of the DMN hubs in AD. Findings from young subjects
provide additional evidence for the role of PCC/MPFC/IPC acting as hubs in the DMN. Compared to old control, MPFC and
IPC lost their roles as hubs owing to the obvious causal interaction disruption, and PCC was preserved as the only hub
showing significant causal relations with all other nodes.
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Introduction
The default-mode network (DMN) consists of a set of brain
regions showing more increased activity at baseline condition than
when performing a wide range of goal-oriented tasks [1–3]. Direct
evidences from task-free or the resting state studies confirmed
these findings [4–7]. With these series studies, we now have more
solid understanding of the DMN’s structure [1,3,5,7–10], function
[1,11,12] and its relevance to diseases [13–17]. The core brain
regions of DMN, as Buckner and his colleagues suggested, are the
medial prefrontal cortex (MPFC), posterior cingulate cortex
(PCC), inferior parietal cortex (IPC), inferior temporal cortex
(ITC) and (para)hippocampal formation [18].
Of these core DMN brain regions, the PCC, MPFC and IPC
play more pivotal roles and are referred as to hubs. Studies
converged on that the network shows a configuration centered on
these hubs [6,10,18–22]. For example, both positron emission
tomography (PET) and functional magnetic resonance imaging
(fMRI) studies have shown that during the resting state, the PCC,
MPFC and IPC are more active [6,19,20]. Computational
analysis of fMRI measured low-frequency blood oxygenation
level dependent (BOLD) signal fluctuations advocated the
particular stronger presence of spontaneous signal changes in
the hub regions than other DMN regions [10]. Consistently,
another functional connectivity study demonstrated that hubs
had the strongest interregional correlation among themselves and
relatively weak correlation with the non-hub regions of the DMN
[18]. A subsequent and more detailed whole brain voxel-by-voxel
connectivity study showed further the existence of close
relationship among hubs with or without the presence of the
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of special interest since it is the only region directly interacting
with all other DMN nodes [22].
The characterization of these DMN hubs is very relevant to the
study of aging process itself and brain diseases related to this
process. Significant hub specific connectivity/activity/structure
abnormity or hypometabolism have been reported in the
investigation of normal aging process [23–27] and the relevant
brain disease [28,29]. Furthermore, such hub abnormity has been
considered as biological markers for a wide spectrum of brain
diseases such as schizophrenia [30], autism [31], and attention-
deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) [32–34], and, more
relevant to this study, the Alzheimer’s disease (AD) [15,21,35–42].
AD is one of the most common neurodegenerative disorders in
old population, and generally referred to cognitive function deficits
[35]. The disease has been suggested to be associated with
disrupted DMN connectivity [15,36,37], significant Ab deposition
[21] and notable resting metabolic decline in the DMN hubs and
other regions [38,39]. A well recognized generic risk for AD is the
possession of the apolipoprotein e4 (APOE4) allele [40,41].
Altered deactivation patterns in DMN have been reported in
subjects who were APOE4 carriers, raising the possibility that
DMN related abnormalities could serve as a marker for pre-
clinical AD studies [42].
While substantial information has been gained about the
prominent role of the hubs and the impact of AD on them, the
issues on how these hubs interact to each other, with the rest of
the DMN regions and their alternations due to AD, require more
investigations. Our current study attempts to examine certain
aspects of these issues. Especially, we sought to investigate: (1)
how DMN hubs interact to each other and to the non-hub
regions within DMN; and (2) if these interactions would be
altered by AD.
The analytic tool we used in this study is the Granger causality
modeling (GCM) technique. First developed and introduced by
Ganger in 1969, GCM is one of several methods to infer
directional influences among brain regions used in neuroimaging
studies [43–47]. Compared with structural equation modeling
(SEM) and dynamic causal modeling (DCM), GCM is not
hypothesis based but data driven. In recent years, it has received
a great deal of attention on its application to fMRI data [48–50].
Granger causality analysis in this study was done after
identifying these hubs and other DMN core regions using
independent component analysis (ICA) [9,15,17]. We will also
discuss the possible definition and use of the Granger causal
analysis based biomarker and its sensitivity and specificity in
distinguishing AD from old control. Using data from 12 normal
young subjects, 16 normal old subjects and 15 AD patients, we
found that: (1) there is distinctive causal interaction with the
hubs in the DMN in young group, (2) the connectivity pattern of
cortical hubs is altered in AD compared to old group, and (3) the
alteration holds the potential to serve as a noninvasive bio-
marker of AD.
Results
The Spatial Pattern of DMN in Normal Young Subjects
The spatial pattern of DMN in 12 normal young subjects was
detected by using group ICA together with subsequent one sample
t-test and p=0.05, FDR. The DMN in young subjects included
PCC, MPFC, lIPC, rIPC, lITC, rITC, lHC, rHC. Further details
on the brain regions in this group have been published in our
recent study [51], where the details could be referred.
The Spatial Pattern of DMN in Normal Controls and AD
Subjects
The spatial patterns of DMN in 16 old and 15 AD subjects were
each detected using the same approach as for the young group.
The DMN in old group included PCC, MPFC, lIPC, rIPC, lITC,
rITC, lHC, and rHC. In order to have eight nodes in DMN in the
AD patient group as in the old normal group, the left and right
HC in the AD group were defined with more lenient threshold of
p=0.1 as no voxel survived at p=0.05, FDR. The DMN maps
and the between-group DMN difference of the same dataset were
previously examined in another separate study [37].
The Granger Causality DMN results in the Normal Young
Subjects
Fig. 1 depicts the Granger causality results of the DMN in
normal young group calculated by Granger causality analysis. The
arrows pointed toward the nodes (brain regions) that were
directionally influenced by the originating ones. Line width and
color indicated the proportion of subjects showing significant
causal relationship (p=0.05). PCC/MPFC/IPC, especially the
PCC, showed the widest and significant casual relationship with all
other regions. PCC was the only DMN node that merely received
causal influence from other regions. ITC and HC, which both
strongly connected with PCC/MPFC/IPC, were not connected
with each other directly.
The Granger Causality DMN results in the Normal Aging
and AD Subjects
Compared to old group, AD patients showed obvious causal
interaction attenuation between MPFC and IPC. These two
regions also revealed attenuated causal relationship with ITC and
HC. Interestingly, we note that the PCC was the only node that
had causal relation with all other DMN regions and, again, merely
received causal influence from others (Fig. 2).
Altered Relation between Hub and non-Hub Nodes in AD
Subjects
Fig. 3 showed the scattergram of Douter/Dall. Two sample
independent test showed that (Douter/Dall)old.(Douter/Dall)AD
(p=0.0015, one-tailed). Examining over all difference among the
Figure 1. Granger Causality Pattern of the DMN hubs in the
young subjects. DMN Hubs are colored in red and the non-hub
regions in blue. Line width and color indicate the proportion of subjects
showing significant causal relationship in this direction (p=0.05). The
thickest black lines represent more than 80% subjects showing
significant causal influence in this direction, the saffron lines represent
60%,80%, and the green dashed lines represent 50%,60%.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0025546.g001
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significantly different between the old and AD groups using the
one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) test (p,0.05). The best
cutoff between normal old control and AD, determined by
receiver operational characteristic (ROC) approach, was marked
in the same scatter plot as a horizontal bar. The cutoff point
(0.647) at which 13 of 16 old subjects and 13 of 15 AD patients
were correctly categorized yields 81.25% specificity and 80.00%
sensitivity.
Discussion
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study investigating
the configuration of hubs within DMN from the perspective of
causal relationship with the use of Granger causality modeling for
old normal and AD groups as well as young subjects. Though it is
of exploratory nature, the young group was found the strongest
causal influences with PCC, MPFC and IPC, and they were
directly interacted with virtually all other DMN nodes. More
importantly, we found an abnormal pattern of DMN hubs in AD
patients compared to old subjects. In addition to these findings, an
attempt was made to construct a Granger causal analysis based
index to reflect the changes due to AD objectively and
quantitatively. Our understandings of the implications of these
findings are discussed below.
Hubs of DMN Revealed in Normal Young Subjects
Researchers have discussed intensively the so called DMN hub
regions [6,18–21]. As a whole, the function of DMN has been
considered to associate with self referential mental activity [52],
stimulus-independent thoughts [53], and monitoring the environ-
ment [54] among others. The PCC, MPFC and IPC hub regions
play central roles in connecting the DMN brain regions for
transmitting information under the mentioned cognitive processes,
or optimize the connectivity pattern of DMN to reduce cost of
wiring and resources [55]. Reporting that PCC, MPFC and IPC
have the widest and distinctive causal relationship with all other
regions in the normal young subjects (Fig. 1), our study provided
additional evidence for the hub central roles.
Of the hub regions, PCC is the most noticeable one since it is
the region that has the greatest causal effect relationship with
others among the hubs (Fig. 1). Earlier PET study showed the
highest metabolic activity of the PCC than all other regions during
the resting state [56], and recent resting fMRI studies found the
PCC was with the most significant functional connectivity in the
DMN [3,18]. Consistently, findings from this current study
demonstrated again that PCC is crucial for the function of DMN.
In addition, it is worth to note a new finding in our research is
that PCC is the only region which merely received influence from
other regions. PCC may be the region to which information
converging for the functional cooperation in the DMN. Many
studies have shown spontaneous activity of brain in resting state is
organized in several specific functional anatomical networks
including DMN. However, how these neuronal assemblies
communicate and work side by side is still unknown. In lack of
any direct evidence, we speculate that the PCC probably works for
communication between the DMN and other resting-state
networks (RSNs), and hubs like the PCC for DMN may also exist
in these RSNs for communication between the networks.
Regardless, the dominant role and convergence characteristic of
the PCC provide additional insights to elucidate why PCC is
generally and obviously abnormal in multiple brain disorders
[30,57–59].
Figure 2. Granger Causality Pattern of the DMN hubs in the normal aging and AD subjects respectively. In the old group (A) and AD (B)
group, DMN Hubs are colored in red and the non-hub regions in blue. Line width and color indicate the proportion of subjects showing significant
causal relationship in this direction (p=0.05). The thickest black lines represent more than 80% subjects showing significant causal influence in this
direction, the saffron lines represent 60%,80%, and the green dashed lines represent 50%,60%.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0025546.g002
Figure 3. Individual scores for Douter/Dall. The group means were
significantly different in: (Douter/Dall)old.(Douter/Dall)AD (one-way ANOVA
test, p,0.05) .The horizontal line indicates a cutoff point of 0.647 by
ROC analysis where13 of 16 elderly subjects and 13 of 15 AD patients
are correctly categorized.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0025546.g003
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Compared to old subjects, DMN hub connectivity pattern
altered in AD group are: 1) the obvious attenuation of causal
relation between MPFC/IPC and other nodes and, 2) PCC as the
only hub node having causal influence from other DMN regions
(Fig. 2).
AD is the most common form of dementia which leads to
decline in cognitive functioning. The effects of disconnection
between cerebral areas on these cognitive functioning such as
working memory impairments [60], attention and executive
deficits [60] have been explored. Related to these cognitive
functions, the reported disconnection were with frontal cortex,
parietal cortex, medial temporal cortex and hippocampus
formation [60,61]. For the resting state, studies also showed
disrupt functional connectivity in AD patients [15,35,62]. IPC has
even been suggested to be an important biomarker of AD because
it’s distinct functional disconnection with frontal cortex [36].
Duara and his colleagues found hypometabolism in frontal and
parietal regions in mild and moderate AD patients [63]. All these
evidences support the hypothesis that AD includes a disconnection
syndrome. Consistent with these previous findings, our results
advocated that the disease is correlated with obvious attenuation of
causal effects within DMN, and especially the role of MPFC and
IPC. The attenuation with these two hubs, we speculate, may be
major source of the extensive disruption. The distinct disrupted
causal interaction may offer certain perspective of the disease.
PCC is worth special attention for it is the only region having
causal relationship with all other nodes in AD subjects while it is
the most noticeable hub showing the widest and greatest cause
relationship with others nodes in young normal subjects (we note,
however, no formal statistical test was performed to examine such
differences due to the fact that the MRI data for young subjects
were acquired from a different scanner). PCC was under
investigation for its various alterations due to the disease
[15,64–67].
Although we found no significant greater head movements in
AD patients as compared to older normal controls, we are
interested in further studying the effects of head motion on the
effective connectivity in future separate investigation.
The Biomarker Characterizing the Disease of AD
We reported Douter/Dall as an index to characterize the
alternation of the relation between hubs as a whole and other
DMN nodes due to AD (Fig. 3). Compared to old group,
significant decrease of Douter/Dall is shown in AD group. It could be
reflective of decreased causal relation between hubs and the other
core regions, because of their deterioration or damage caused by
the disease. As an index, we found that Douter/Dall can distinguish
individual AD subjects from normal old subjects with reasonable
sensitivity of 80.00% and a specificity of 81.25%. More objective
assessment of this index’s performance will require additional and
separate dataset together with cross-validation technique.
In conclusion, we used Granger causality modeling to construct
the connectivity pattern of hubs in DMN and examined its
abnormalities in AD patients as compared to old normal subjects.
The connections for MPFC and IPC as hubs were lost while those
for PCC were preserved or even enhanced. Finally, we reported a
Granger casualty modeling based index can serve as potential
biomarker to distinguish AD patients from old normal subjects with
reasonable degree of sensitivity and specificity. Further studies are
needed to confirm our findings and to investigate the abnormality of
the causal influence of the DMN in the development of AD relative
to normal aging, in other types of dementia, and other brain
disorders such as ADHD and schizophrenia.
Materials and Methods
Subjects and Task
The data acquisition and subjects’ demographic characteristics
were described. The normal young subjects [51], normal old
subjects and AD patients [37] were in previous studies. Briefly,
twelve normal young subjects (five males) aged 17 to 27 years old
(Mean 6 SD: 2163.4 years old), 16 normal old subjects (seven
males) aged 47 to 79 years old (6569.20), MMSE: 29 (range: 27–
30), and fifteen patients (six males) with AD aged 53 to79 years old
(6468.27), average MMSE: 12 (range: 0–20) were scanned during
rest state. Five of the 15 AD had a Clinical Dementia Rating
(CDR) score of 1 and 6 had CDR 2. The remaining 4 patients had
CDR 3. Patients with CDR scores of 1, 2 or 3 were considered to
be mild, moderate or severe [68]. Subjects were instructed simply
to keep their eyes closed and not to think of anything in particular
during the resting-state fMRI scans sessions. Young subjects were
recruited and scanned at Beijing Normal University. The purpose
of the study was explained to the young participants and each of
them gave written informed consent approved by the Research
Ethics Committee of the State Key Laboratory of Cognitive
Neuroscience and Learning, Beijing Normal University (BNU),
prior to the experiment. Old subjects and AD patients were
recruited and scanned at Beijing Tiantan Hospital and the
purpose of the study was explained to the participants and/or
caregivers. All Tiantan Hospital participants themselves and/or
their caregivers gave written informed consent approved by the
Tiantan Hospital institutional review board before the experiment.
The AD patients were free of other diseases and the normal
controls were free of any known medical, neurological, and
psychiatric disorders. No need for sedation was evidenced the
coregistration results (maximal 1.5 mm and1.5
0 estimated head
movements for all subjects) and visual examination. The high
resolution volumetric MRI scans were read clinically to exclude
patients with evidence of a stroke or any other focal pathology.
Imaging Methods
Beijing Normal University Data. Brain scans were
performed at the MRI Center of Beijing Normal University
using a 3-T Siemens whole-body MRI scanner. High-resolution
structural images were acquired for anatomic reference (repetition
time (TR), 2530 ms; Echo time (TE), 3.39 ms; flip angle (FA), 7u;
voxel size, 161.3361m m
3). Functional images were acquired
with T2*-weighted echo planar imaging (EPI) sequences (TR,
2000 ms; TE, 30 ms; FA, 90u; voxel size, 3.1363.1363.6 mm
3;
field of view, 2566256 mm
2 ; 300 time points).
Tiantan Hospital Data. Subjects were scanned on 3-Tesla
Siemens whole-body MRI system at Tiantan Hospital in Beijing,
China. The following parameters were used: structural images
(TR, 2100 ms; TE, 3.25 ms; FA,10u; voxel size,16166m m
3);
functional images (TR, 2000 ms; TE, 30 ms; FA, 85u; voxel size
46466m m
3, field of view, 2566256 mm
2; 250 time points).
Preprocessing
The same preprocessing, group ICA and selection of the DMN
component were the same as in a previous study [37]. For
completeness, here are brief descriptions. The fMRI data were
preprocessed by using Statistical Parametric Mapping (SPM2,
www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm). The first 5 functional image acquisi-
tions of each subject were discarded for the possible instability of
the initial signal. For each subject, the remaining functional images
were realigned to the first volume for possible head movements,
corrected for slice-dependent time shifts, spatially normalized to
the Montreal neurological institute (MNI) space by individual T1
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functional image after the motion correction, and smoothed by a
Gaussian kernel with a full width at half maximum of 8 mm. In
the end, the image series were detrended and temporally band-
pass filtered (0.01 Hz,f,0.1 Hz) to remove linear trends and
high-frequency noise using REST (http://restfmri.net).
Independent Component Analysis
Preprocessed data from all subjects were decomposed into
independent components using the GIFT software. The minimum
description length (MDL) criterion was used to determine the
optimal number of components. 37 components for the group of
young subjects, 55 components for the normal old and 59
components for the AD group were determined for next principle
component analysis (PCA). In the first round of PCA, the data for
each individual subject were dimension-reduced to the optimal
number temporally. After concatenation across subjects within
group, the dimensions were again reduced to the optimal number
via the second round of PCA. Then the data were separated by
ICA using the Extended Infomax algorithm [69]. After ICA
separation, the mean independent components (ICs) and the
corresponding mean time courses over all the subjects were used
for the back-reconstruction of the ICs and the time courses for
each individual subject [69].
Selection of the Best-Fit Component
The DMN was identified by template goodness fit and visual
inspection [37]. To do this, a DMN template was developed based
on a dataset of regions reported previously [70]. Each region in the
template was a sphere with a radius of 5 mm (varying size of the
sphere had no effect for the component identification). To
determine the DMN among a number of independent compo-
nents for a subject, the average intensity over voxels within each of
the spheres minus that over voxels outside all spheres was for each
component. Finally, the component that had the best-fit was
designated as DMN for this subject. For group analysis, one
sample t-test (height threshold: False Discovery Rate, p=0.05,
FDR, extend threshold: k=10 voxels) for each of the 3 groups was
used to determine the group DMN [71].
Definition of Group Specific DMN Core Regions and Data
Extraction
For normal young and old subjects, we identified eight DMN
ROIs based on their respective group DMN map. Each of the
eight ROIs was defined as the intersection of voxels exceeded the
threshold in the one sample t-test DMN map (p=0.05, FDR) and
a sphere with a radius of 10 mm. The coordinate of the sphere
center was selected as the coordinate of the voxel in each of the
DMN regions showing highest statistical significance (p=0.05,
FDR) in the group DMN map by xjView toolbox for SPM (http://
people.hnl.bcm.tmc.edu/cuixu/xjView/). For the AD group, the
ROIs of the left and right HC were defined as the same interaction
but with p=0.1, FDR since no voxel survived at p=0.05. Time
series for each region were then extracted from each subject.
Global signal was removed from the time series to minimize the
variance contributed by physiological artifacts and scanner drift
[72]. The average time courses for each core region were input to
the Granger causality analysis.
Granger Causality Modeling Analysis
Granger causality modeling is an approach to explore dynamic
causal relationship between two time series [43,44]. In the
neuroimaging studies, it was first applied to electroencephalogra-
phy (EEG) and magneto encephalography (MEG) data [45–47],
and later to fMRI data [48–50]. For completeness, a brief
introduction of the Granger procedure is provided here.
For two given fMRI time series x(n) and y(n), x(n) is called
Granger causing y(n) if the past information of x(n) can improve
the prediction of the current value of y(n). The Granger causal
relation between the two series is often estimated by vector
autoregressive (VAR) modeling. Granger causality can evaluate
the linear direct influence from x(n) to y(n) (FXtoY), the linear direct
influence from y(n) to x(n) (FYtoX) and the instantaneous influence
between x(n) and y(n) (FX?Y). The instantaneous influence FX?Y
essentially reflects partial correlation that cannot be assigned to
influence in a certain direction purely from temporal information
[49]. Thus, for the interest of directed influences, we only
estimated and focused on FXtoY and FYtoX.
In this study, Granger causality analysis was performed using in-
house developed MATLAB code. FXtoY and FYtoX were calculated
based on VAR model using Fast Orthogonal Searching (FOS)
algorithm [73]. The order of the VAR was selected as 5 because
the delay between regions was nearly 8s [73]. Then, 1000
surrogate data were generated by Iterated Amplitude Adjusted
Fourier-transformed (IAAFT) surrogate to test the significance of
the Granger causality (p=0.05) [74]. In order to extract
information on the Granger causality analysis better, causal
relations between DMN nodes were represented as directed
graphs. To explore the use of Granger causality based index to
differentiate AD from normal old subjects, Dout of a node was
defined as the number of afferent connections from the node to
any others, and Din of a node as the number of efferent
connections from any of the other nodes to the node [75,76].
We then defined Douter as the sum of the Dout and Din between
any hub and any non-hub nodes of the DMN for a given subject
[77]. In addition, we defined Dall as the sum of Dout and Din
between any two DMN regions, hub or non-hub. Finally, we
calculated Douter/Dall, which was used to describe the ability of
hubs to communicate with these non-hub nodes relative to the
whole DMN and was used as the DMN hub index to categorize
AD and old normal controls using ROC analysis described below.
Receiver Operational Characteristic (ROC) Analysis
The ROC analysis was performed to obtain the optimal cut-off
value of Douter/Dall in distinguishing AD patients from old control.
ROC analysis has been commonly used to characterize the
sensitivity and specificity of a biomarker for distinguishing a
patient group from another group such as normal controls in this
study [78]. Under ROC analysis, sensitivity is the true-positive
rate, indicating the proportion of patients whose biomarker test is
positive. On the other hand, specificity is the true-negative rate,
indicating the proportion of non-disease subjects which are
correctly identified. As stated above, the present study used
ROC curve analysis to determine the threshold with which the
sensitivity and specificity are optimal for the DMN Douter/Dall
index as a biomarker.
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